
              THE HIDDEN TEACHER 
The Hidden Teacher channellings first saw the light of day many years ago. The channeller 
was told - afterwards - that it was very important that he keep all these writings safe and 
secure until such time as he would discover the person for whom they were meant. 

And thus it came to pass that - one day - by a long and circuitous route the channeller found 
himself in front of my pathway door. 

Knocking loudly upon my metaphysical door he gave me a copy of the Hidden Teacher 
channellings - and immediately I was exposed to the Hidden Teacher energies I knew that 
they contained the information for which I had been seeking. 

I was asked by the channeller if I was prepared to accept full responsibility for the 
safekeeping of the channellings; and - because it was written in my destiny - I agreed. 

For a considerable length of time, following my trusteeship of the channellings, I only 
allowed them to be shown to people whom I intuitively felt were the ‘right’ people. 

A little later I uploaded them onto my website on the Internet - and even then there were 
only a limited number of people accessing this information. 

Now - however - I know that the time has arrived when the Hidden Teacher Channellings 
should be made available to a wider audience. Many of you reading these words will resonate 
very strongly with the Hidden Teacher energies. 

And those of you who do resonate very strongly with the Hidden Teacher energies will 
know................... 

 

The following channelling occurred near Kettleman Hills in Southern California. As the 
channel was riding with a friend, who had strong past-life memories of Atlantis, the friend 
mentioned that there was a strange figure who seemed almost to be present in memory, but 
was not fully physically present...almost as if the person was there and not there.  

Furthermore, the figure was extremely important. During the subsequent oral channelling, 
the figure was then identified as "The Hidden Teacher" of Atlantis. Two days later, the first 
ten pages were written via automatic writing. That was followed by a short four-page 
addendum, also written via automatic writing. 

The material is presented as a set of questions, to which answers are then given. All original 
material is transcribed as originally received. The text is presented as much as possible as it 
was received. However, as is always the case when a channelling occurs through the use of 
an "active" channel, the entities are working directly using the contents of the channel to 
present material. That, coupled with the normal operational aspects of the mind, does lead 
to occasional garbling as the mind of the channel reasserts itself. 

Part 1 

The Hidden Teacher, as he was so named after his return to the Higher Realms, was 
adamant on one point: that for no reason was his memory to be passed down among the 
Family of Man. Rather, the Great Sign of his leaving was to be remembered and then only 
among relatively few. 

 



[Who was He?] 

We cannot answer directly. He was from an Elder Race forgotten for hundreds of millennia, 
for They have left the Myriam Realms. 

Commentary: Members of that Race have left the limited space-time continuum of this 
Universe and have moved into the Vast Opening of the Greater Multiverse. 

To state "directly" is misleading, for your own kind experiences the "world" in terms of linear 
time and three-dimensional space. To say that The Hidden Teacher is (was) a "being" is 
correct, but to imply that He is a being in terms of your own referential descriptors is 
misleading and ultimately detracts from His presence here. 

It is also important to note that the Hidden Teacher as a visible representation is that of an 
older human male, and that that particular decision was taken to help people deal with the 
situation of being in His Presence.  

[Yet why did He come here?] 

He came for two reasons: to form in the hearts and minds <mind:heart> a sense of kinship 
to the stars, and to establish a current that would cause your race to seek to return to the 
Higher Realms. 

Your path will take you first to the stars, and as your own psycho-spiritual evolution 
continues, to the realms beyond the stars and eventually even beyond the limitations of this 
universe. They Who Have Gone Before wait for your evolution...providing you do not delay 
matters too long. 

[His departure was final?] 

Correct. Once a number of advanced seekers had received His Inner Blessing, then those 
would return and remanifest to teach others, and in so doing manifest His teaching. 

[Is there any purpose in attempting to reach Him?] 

No. He is "Beyond", and the only link into His Presence would be found through the Great 
Lords of your Sun. 

This was distorted by the original channelling. It does not refer to His   current "presence", 
as that is outside the space-time continuum of this    specific universe. But He did travel 
beyond the confines of this world, and as such the memory of His visits are remembered by 
several of the great race of long-lived beings who live within the corona of your sun. 

Also, everyone who was touched/blessed by Him carries deep within their mindstreams an 
echo of His presence, as that presence remains as a guiding force throughout all of their 
lives. Some, not many, who live now received such blessings and ultimately will go the stars 
and beyond the stars to at some far point meet Him in His present form/incarnation. 

[Yet the Earth remembers Him] 

Only as a timeless presence. Holy places carry the vibration of Saints, yet His vibrational 
frequency was far too high. You must understand: he wore a body only for the sake of 
others, so that they might see a tangible symbol. 

This is a critically important comment. He presented Himself as having a physical body, yet 
that was only an apparition presented for the sake of physical beings who had physical 
bodies. No one human ever saw His "True Form". None. That form existed on multiple 
energetic planes and human consciousnesses, as yet, have not developed the "organs" of 
perception for that experience. In time........ 



[What is His Link to the Transition {that occurred at the Fall of Atlantis}]? 

Once Atlantis entered the streamloading of disaster, it was seen within the Great Orders that 
ultimately each man/woman would have to follow the path of the individual, that each is free 
to ultimately return to the starry realms.  

Yet this event would not occur until the totality of all structures would collapse. This "Dome 
of the Light" is the symbol of the entry into the Higher Body directly. It is only open to 
individuals. it was a sign from those of the Elder Race to those of this Realm. 

What we have termed the Transition is but the final resolution of the collapse of Atlantis. 
Now, each person must face the One and the Orders of the One directly. 

This {freedom} is due to the great work of the Hidden Teacher, who maintained a presence 
on this world for 0.5 million years. 

The preceding material was slightly garbled during the attempt to channel an extremely 
subtle concept. The Hidden Teacher had to struggle to escape links and ties into various 
beings within this world.  

During that process, a "Dome of Light" was formed over the immediate area to protect Him 
during the difficult process of level-shifting associated with the "jump". As individuals begin 
to awaken to their true heritage, many in time will experience the archetypal image of that 
dome as a living symbol of their own ultimate transfiguration. 

Also, the process of evolution requires effort at the individual level. 

There is and can be no "blanket" mass transformation. But the door to spiritual evolution is 
always open, and each and everyone ultimately has the opportunity to grow, evolve and 
level-shift into the greater "Multi-Verse". 

[Speak of the "Presence"] 

Consider it as an ordering: the establishment of a streamway. The original of man is lost in 
an anthropological tangle, yet one million years ago man was a brutish animal doomed to 
struggle to survive. Still, the light-spark within all living beings was simply present, as this is 
a requirement of life.  

From an earlier time on this planet a great race had evolved and then left. But out of concern 
and compassion a few of that race returned to this planet to determine what had happened. 

To say that They were appalled would be an understatement. 

But a few returned, and in so doing began a simple task of education by example. Thus 
began the imprinting that could cause your people to sense the Stars and to seek to 
"return". 

 [When did most of those Beings leave?] 

 First, they had already left! They wore bodies of light as easily as you wear clothes, and in a 
sense of time and space, They were here as "apparent images"/apparitions.  

Although this Race had performed its final evolution on this planet, they had attained a state 
of being beyond comprehension. 

(See the comment above. To begin to understand what is implied, first understand that you 
are a trans-dimensional being that maintains a "projection" or "physical presence" in what 
seems to be an apparently three dimensional world. ) 



At your present state of spiritual evolution, you are tied to that form for some duration in 
time. These beings had moved beyond the need to experience apparent reality by using 
"projections" or temporary "presences". Yet, their evolution is as far below from the Beings 
of the Great Radiance as your apparent presence is above insects, and this is not meant to 
denigrate insects. 

Yet, evolution continued and eventually became too difficult to maintain a presence here. In 
time, They were called by the Great Regent of your universe to serve elsewhere, as crises 
are always occurring. 

Seven remained, after pleading Their case before that Regent. They were given the authority 
to continue to guide and to teach, but not to directly interfere. 

Free will must be observed; otherwise commanding actions is nothing more or less than 
black magic. A number of the Beings had directly caused certain possible lines of evolution to 
occur, but even that abstract level of action was considered as "interference".  

[What became of the seven?] 

By one hundred thousand years ago, all but two had left. One of the Two left and returned 
shortly before the initial rise of society in Atlantis, and in effect became a direct emissary of 
the Regent.  

[The Other, the Hidden Teacher, remained?] 

Yes. He was always in residence. 

[What was the role of the "Emissary"?] 

The Emissary may be best understood as a channel of energy, as a bridge of potentiality. 
The evolution of Man was far advanced, but the Great Orders were now concerned about the 
evolution of Man.  

Would Man continue to evolve consciousness further and follow the Elder Ones to the stars 
and beyond, or would Man seek to achieve brutal domination and control over this world? 

[The choice was made, then?] 

Yes. Man was offered two paths: one in service to the One and the other in service to the 
family of man. Once this was made, the Emissary withdrew. For at that time, Man chose to 
take complete and total responsibility. The days of the Gods had finished, and now the day 
of mankind began. 

This is not immediately clear. There was no vote, and at the same time there was no 
plebiscite or vote at any level. And in a sense, there was no real choice.  

The hidden or implicit question was that were people ready to take control of their own lives. 
When enough people in power had made their choice, it was then obvious that humans were 
ready to take on their own path. And that was the critical issue.  

Yet, currents were rising in Atlantis that would lead in time to the Great Collapse. Alliances 
between the Priests and the Crystal Scientists had led to much of the spiritual training 
necessary for mind-stability training being bypassed. That is a long and very bitter story, for 
materiality meant in turn that spirituality was less and less important. 

[Why did the Hidden Teacher remain?] 



He had little choice. Many still sought the Light, and had He left, the material question would 
have engulfed all, and the subsequent destruction of Atlantis would have signalled the total 
end of humanity. Thus He chose to remain and to continue the teaching. 

[When was this?] 

Approximately sixty years before the Great Collapse. {The Hidden Teacher} had sent many 
disciples to form centres elsewhere, yet He remained in Atlantis acting as Guide and 
Councillor to many, including the Lords of Atlantis. Then as other disciples would die and 
reincarnate, He would continue the teaching. 

[The earlier channellings mentioned "The Rebellion". When was this?] 

About three years before the Great Collapse. To understand it, the presence of the One was 
honoured by a temple and a specific symbol (a statue) that meant that all knowledge began 
in the One and would return to the One. In that Temple was a statue that showed a great 
figure with hands on the shoulders of a deity representation that protected Atlantis. 

One day, a group of scientists (including several very elderly men who still remembered the 
Emissary and Her Departure...as that one had chosen an apparitional form of a wise old 
woman... asserted before the Lords of Atlantis that the Scientists now had complete 
knowledge of the inner dynamics by which crystals could mainline power conversion for the 
benefits of people throughout the world.  

They formally requested that since the old Gods were now absent and having no relevance, 
that the statues should be moved away and the Temple re-dedicated to the glories of 
science. Yet within hours a major earthquake hit and shattered the Temple. 

[Did the event cause consternation?] 

In general, no, for at that time earthquakes were a normal event on the main island. But 
among the contemplative Orders, there was great concern. Most began to leave the capitol 
and the main island. The Hidden Teacher was in retreat at that time, and then he left his 
retreat and went before the Council and the High Lords to state that science can only exist 
with valid religion, and that the reverse is also true. 

[What happened?] 

He was mocked! He was ordered to maintain silence or to leave. He then went back to His 
own temple, and removed a small silver rod from the Temple. He had that rod and a 
message sent to the High Lord of Atlantis that the regency of this world was now completely 
in the hands of humanity and that His involvement was now over. 

Then He mysteriously disappeared.  

At first, His message was not understood. The Councillors at first mocked and denigrated the 
contents of the message, as they had held power for hundreds of years and the strange 
Teacher had not been directly involved in power.  

Then meaning began to dawn, and with that meaning fear began to rise. Urgent commands 
to seize the Hidden Teacher and His followers went out throughout all of Atlantis, but few 
were found. But by that time, the Council and the Lords of Atlantis had much more pressing 
concerns to take care of. 

[The silver rod?] 

The rod was melted down and was then cast as a medallion that was presented to the High 
Lord of Atlantis. 



Yet on receiving that medallion, those present saw a brief look of horror and despair flash 
across the face of that man. For it was said that he of all of the Lords and Councillors of 
Atlantis had received teachings blessings from the Hidden Teacher. 

The statue mentioned before was salvaged and then recast as a huge statue of man gazing 
towards the horizon. The intent was to indicate that humanity was now on its own path. Yet 
the statue mysteriously collapsed within a hundred days, and the medallion disappeared one 
night during a huge electrical storm. 

[What of the journey of the Hidden Teacher?] 

He left first to the Himalayas, then to a lost kingdom in Antarctica, then on to North America, 
where he spent time with various disciples at Mt. Shasta and Yosemite. Then he went to 
South America and made His transition in the high plateaus of Peru. 

Subtle vibrations of His visits may still be felt in parts of North America, particularly around 
Mt. Shasta, and in India and the Himalayan regions. 

{The question was raised about Egypt.} 

Egypt as a sub-state of Atlantis came into being shortly before the final collapse, although it 
had been long settled. While the Hidden Teacher did not directly go to what would later 
become Heliopolis, a number of his students did spend a number of incarnations there at 
that point.  

It is important that to state here that one aspect of the inner teaching representing the Great 
Bird that flew onto the emergent mound of the First Day has a direct association to the 
Hidden Teacher. But any knowledge was lost long before the establishment of the First 
Dynasty. 

[What was His message?] 

On the inner level, a seal of Love. On the Outer, a message that as Man had asserted the 
Rule of Humanity, Messengers would come only from within this Race, and that the Day of 
the Elder Ones had now come to an end. 

He also spoke of His leaving, and that once He had left this Realm, so then each who knew 
and loved Him would the Door block. Rather, each would now have to take responsibility to 
face the One directly. 

For those who were either His close disciples, students, or those who had received His 
blessings, the energy and information associated within the inner being/mindstream would 
be accessible and would awaken at the time of the next major Transition, that is, at this 
time. 

He then withdrew to a valley with five chosen disciples, and there began a transition phase 
that lasted for almost a hundred days. Towards the end of that time period, the great 
collapse of Atlantis occurred. 

The disciples were the charged to withdraw from, and then He built a shield around His 
presence. He then began the process of energizing the Earth, and sometime later as a great 
column of light, left this realm. 

When this occurred, Humanity was given the blessing: Each of you is free to select and 
choose your own great destiny. You are free to follow Him and the Others of His Race into 
the infinite Realms of Light, or you are free to fall into the Abyss.  



You must take that responsibility, and at some point in the long sequence of your immediate 
lifetimes, you will come to a crossing in the road that shall then determine whether you shall 
ascend into the Light, or that ye shall fall into the abyss. 

The formality of this statement is somewhat daunting. That moment of decision may be 
near, or it may be far in the future. But each of the mortal kindred shall have the opportunity 
to choose the Path of Grace and from the automatic consequences of that choice to ascend 
into higher and higher realms, or you have the opportunity to fall into the Abyss.  

There will be such a "defining" moment for each such human being. And many experience 
and will experience multiple such moments. There are few events that permanently lead into 
the Abyss of Annihilation, and not a few willing embrace such horror. But that is another 
topic, and not to be discussed in the context of the Hidden Teacher. 

[Why has not this Teacher been mentioned in earlier writings and teachings?] 

To have done so when Humanity was still under enthrallment to the past would have 
awakened a futile quest to recover His teaching, and that in turn would have impacted the 
coming Transition that faces those alive at the present time. It was His Command that at 
some point the Kingdom of Humanity would awaken in to the service of the One and thus 
begin the long path into the infinite.  

Now it may be told to few: that you are under fulfilment of that command given long ago, 
and that you must now take the totality of responsibility. 

[You mentioned that the door into His Presence is closed.] 

Yes. He left this Realm into another Realm of existence, and such as never returned. Nor, 
has He ever asked the Great Orders as to what happened here. 

His gift to those of your Realm was and is that of the totality of freedom. But in some far 
future, many will meet Him again. And then He shall be most happy to hear of your telling of 
the myriads of your lifetimes on your journey. 

But, do not attempt to link up into His Presence. He is truly gone, and shall remain so to the 
end of days. This is your planet now, and as such you must learn the path of stewardship 
until such time as you shall leave this state/place of being. 

This point has been re-emphasized. True freedom cannot be abrogated nor limited. By His 
leaving, He intended that the peoples of your planet had to be free to choose their own 
destiny. If your races lost control of terrible technologies, then that is a responsibility that 
has to be taken. 

We know that many are expecting the return of ancient races to somehow "rescue" you from 
your own fates. For the Hidden Teacher, there will be no such return. 

This is important, because some may expect some intervention to somehow "make things 
right". While this may occur on the behalf of other races, it is not His way. His way was that 
of the Guide, and He established potential lines of evolutionary development. 

The Great Sign. The Column/Dome of the Light. That was His symbol of departure, and of 
His return to the Higher Realms. 

We shall now conclude this particular and specific teaching. It is your gift that you are free to 
choose and accept, or to ignore and reject, that you and others are given the opportunity to 
follow Him and His Kind into the Undying Radiance.  

In the Name of the One, Hail. We send you Light unto Light. 



This finished the first part. Several days later, another section was channelled. 

Part 2 

We Continue: 

To understand both the role and importance of the Hidden Teacher it is necessary to 
understand the magnitude of his work and sacrifice. The Elder Race left this Realm or Level 
of the Multiverse not by crafts or by ships, but by instantaneously redefining the templates 
by which They had manifested within this Realm. In effect, They moved into another 
continuum within an instant. 

Do not make the mistake of trying to relate this redefinition in terms of current science 
fiction. An analogue would be if you were walking in a field and you turned to your partner, 
smiled, and in that instant both of you were completely dressed as Priests of the Pharonic 
Milieue and you were talking to some initiates at Karnak...in their complex, esoteric 
language, with cultural awareness and integration, and at the same remembering your 
immediate presence. 

To further illustrate the point, imagine creating multiple images and then appearing with full 
awareness at each point, while at the same time maintaining full awareness in the current 
continuum. 

Yet, Their concern and compassion for the intelligent beings of this world led to a "reversal 
probe". This process was to be repeated a number of times during which no apparent change 
had occurred among the races that were to become "human"..  

Yet evolution continued, both for the races that were native here as well as for the Elder 
Race who continued in Their new Realm of Being. It was inevitable that conflicts would arise. 
For Their own evolution was continuing. To understand this, consider the process of 
communication. If you wanted to communicate with another, you must first find a suitable 
and reliable media with which to communicate, formulate a message and the under space-
time constraints transmit the message. 

And through that process, your own consciousness is limited and defined by the 
communication process. If the means of communication is sufficiently limited, then you have 
to make significant changes in the way you view and experience the world. Each such 
member of the Elder Race who level-shifted on this level experienced increasing distortion 
and disorientation. 

The Elder Race, long before Their shift [redefinition] had mastered instantaneous 
communication not only in terms of space, but in terms of time, so that they communicate 
beyond the limitations of time. But this led to a great weariness, a great tiredness with here. 

This sense of weariness is one of the characteristics of old beings at the end of a cycle, when 
it is time for redefinition and rebirth. It is an extremely difficult concept to understand for 
those younger souls who still need to experience life and living. In time, though, all who 
continue to live and evolve experience that sense of weariness and apparent distance or 
"non-involvement" from the current experiential context. 

And so all but a few left, and Those who had left continued Their evolution. 

In time only two remained, as mentioned previously. But the Emissary never actively took a 
teaching role. 

 

 



But once the Hidden Teacher had chosen to remain here, having consciously assumed the 
Mantle of the Great Teacher for all of humanity, it became increasingly difficult for Him to 
maintain "dual" residency at this level of existence and in the New Realm of His race. This 
problem arose as evolution continued at both levels. He consciously chose to remain here as 
an Ambassador for the Deathless Kindred, for though stars and galaxies shall pass, the 
Deathless race shall continue. But this meant that He would communicate less and less with 
the Others of His Kind. 

Spiritual evolution does occur. But close association with the heaviness of 
materiality/physical reality in turn slows down that evolution. He knew that with each 
passing year, a distance was opening between Himself and His Race. That was a risk that He 
chose to take. 

He remained, and gradually His Teaching took seed and grew, and He watched and guided 
many through many lifetimes. Kingdoms would form, blaze into glory, and then vanish. 
Through all of this, He remained, studying, probing and guiding. 

His guidance was soft and subtle, being usually the imprinting or encoding of messages that 
were literally tied/bonded into the very matrix of "being" or "becomingness of the individual.  

Even though long thousands of years have passed from the times of His Teaching, those 
imprints remain deep within the beings of those fortunate enough to have received such 
teaching. The number is not as small as one might fear, yet not as large as one might hope 
for. 

Still, His teaching did have the impact that awoke millions into the quest for spiritual 
evolution. 

Approximately one thousand years before the Fall of Atlantis, two major events occurred. 
The first was that He lost the "Link" to the Others of His Race, and the second was that one 
of His disciples achieved a high degree of spiritual enlightenment.  

That was the sign that Mankind could go the stars. Thus Humanity passed from being simple 
little children, to "little brothers and sisters". 

Once one disciple had attained a specific psycho-spiritual level, it would be easier for others 
to follow. Many have attained that level and gone beyond, yet it was indeed a milestone. For 
once that one disciple had made that breakthrough, it meant that others would find that 
state much more easily. 

Question: What became of that disciple? 

His evolution was very rapid, and he undertook a great challenge in another star system to 
work with the psycho-spiritual evolution of entities there. Volunteers are always welcome... 
when they have sufficient knowledge and experience to be effective and to well understand 
that the grass is not always greener on the other side of the equation, to make a comic 
point. 

Thereafter, the evolution of His disciples was rapid. But at the same time, there arose within 
Atlantis a quest for power, a quest to establish sovereignty and dominion over life. Several 
disciples broke with Him to join this movement. 

This process led to a dual current of spiritual evolution and materialistic domination. But the 
Hidden Teacher foresaw the potential outcome. Two hundred years before the collapse, 
communities were established as refuges outside of Atlantis.  

Later, sixty years before the collapse He formed a Council of Nine among His disciples, who 
were then charged to form working teams to continue the teachings and guidance. Two 
centres were in South America, one in Antarctica (which is now under ice), one in the Gobi 
and others in Europe, Africa and North America (in California).  



In addition, He began to "imprint" a message, a signal, a "homing beacon" that would 
eventually activate the process of attainment. 

Discuss this imprint.  

View it as a living symbol buried deep within the mindstream of those disciples fortunate 
enough to have had the experience. 

They will have an ongoing process that calls to them but only when both their own maturity 
and the situations of their environment are proper and adequate for the transformation 
necessary. That is what is happening at the present time, for many of His disciples find a 
sense of loss and confusion. The symbol is becoming active, as this is a time of great growth 
and transformation. 

Then, He waited. Remember, this was sixty years before the collapse. As His disciples would 
die and reincarnate, He would send them out to the Refuges. 

As the time approached when the quest for power would result in the inevitable reaction, He 
moved from His residence (the Great Temple of the One) to a small temple in a seaport at 
the south of Atlantis.  

He then began activating the process that would open the doorway to level-shift from this 
realm. But the door was closed. 

There is a level of subtlety here that is difficult to express. He knew the risks associated with 
expending energy to help people here, but with each such effort, He bonded closer and 
closer to the human race. On realizing the situation, He knew that He would have to expend 
immense amounts of energy to be able to leave this place and rejoin His Kind, who had 
continued Their own evolution. 

But They could have helped? 

He had received continued requests from Those who had level to rejoin them. But He chose 
to continue the teaching even though that meant in turn that He was binding/bonding closer 
to the Human race. He had to resolve the problem on His own, or in time He would have had 
to reincarnate as a human. 

Eventually, events streamformed into a certainty. Crystal scientists had begun to perform 
experiments to increase energy transfer loads, and with each such experiment the instability 
of the energy transfer matrix increased. The brief but terrible Reign of the Lords of Science 
had begun. Then He delivered His message as described earlier. 

Then He and a few others quickly fled Atlantis and began His journey to each of the Nine 
Refuges to deliver a final blessing. Then He went to a remote place to initiate the complex 
meditations to begin the process of "level-shifting" out of this Realm of existence.  

The task was monumental but finally He achieved the necessary redefinition capability, and 
instantaneously left "here" and returned "there". His leaving generated an immense outburst 
of light that remained in the remote valley for weeks.  

This occurred in Peru, in a remote place that few have visited.  

He is gone, but His work lives on in the Hearts and Minds of those who received His blessing. 

This presentation is now concluded. 

A final blessing to each who reads this. May those of you who received His blessing/imprint 
who reads these words experience Love and Wisdom, and continue your own journey into 
the Infinite. 



There may be some of you - and you will immediately know who you are - who will feel 
intuitively guided to contact me after reading the Hidden Teacher Channellings. 

I will always be very pleased to hear from you. My private email address is:- 

 

geoffrey@templeofpeace.net  

 

With many blessings from the Ancients 

Geoffrey Keyte 
Crystal Master/Reiki Master/Crystal Reiki Master 
The Temple of Peace 
http://www.templeofpeace.net  

 

 


